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Outlaw Bikers in Australia*
McNabb, Duncan

It's Too Late to Die Young Now*
Mueller, Andrew

In 2013, Australia achieved a unique place in the
history of outlaw motorcycle gangs, boasting the
highest per capita membership in the world.
Drawing on his experience as a former Sydney
detective, Duncan McNab gives the inside history of
outlaw biker gangs in Australia. From the bad old
days of the 1960s when the first outlaw biker clubs
entered into amphetamine manufacture through to
the Sydney airport brawl between the Hell’s Angels
and Comancheros culminating in the brutal death of
Anthony Zervas, 'Outlaw Bikers in Australia' sheds
light on how the ‘one per cent deviants’ have gained
a stranglehold on the recreational drug market and
are becoming major players in the international
outlaw scene.
Macmillan Australia • TPB • True Crime

9781742612942

$32.99

Rob Paxevanos' Australian Fishing Basics*
Paxevanos, Rob
Like most things, the devil is in the detail when it
comes to fishing. It’s all about choosing the right
hook, line, bait and position. It’s about learning how
to berley, polaroid, cast off and tie a knot that won’t
untie.
For nearly two decades, Rob Paxevanos – star of
WIN’s "Fishing Australia" – has been perfecting the
fine detail, and showing others how to do the same.
'Australian Fishing Basics' brings together years of
expertise and the kind of knowledge needed to turn
enthusiastic beginners into expert anglers. And it’s
not just sweating the small stuff. Rob provides an
overview of how to confidently go after Australia’s
most popular catches, including flathead, golden
perch, trout and barramundi.
Macmillan Australia • P/B • Fishing, Hunting, Shooting

9781742612720

$29.99

Hold the Line*
Scarlett, Matthew

Picador Australia • TPB • Memoirs

9781742612294

$32.99

Planet Elephant*
Matson, Tammie
From the jungles of Borneo to the black markets of
Vietnam, Dr Tammie Matson continues her quest to
reduce the human–elephant conflict around the
world. In this follow-up to her bestselling memoir
'Elephant Dance', Tammie takes on the black
markets of Asia determined to break the chains of
rhino-horn poaching and the illegal ivory trade.
Travelling from her new home in Singapore
throughout South-East Asia, she meets presidents
and traffickers in palaces and tourist markets,
journeying to the dark heart of a dark industry.
Returning to her beloved Africa, she finds old
friends facing rough times and animals on the brink.
Torn between her passionate commitment to
conservation and her precious growing son,
Tammie faces her biggest challenge yet, balancing
work and family.
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Memoirs

9781742612072

$32.99

Mediterranean Diet, The*
Itsiopoulos, Dr. Catherine

For Geelong fans, Matthew Scarlett is an AFL
legend. One of the most popular and long-standing
players in the history of the club, Scarlett is an oldfashioned type of footballer – a one-club man whose
hard work and commitment on the footy field is
legendary, and whose passion for winning is strong
enough to galvanise a whole club.
An instinctive player and a natural strategist,
Scarlett played a key role in Geelong’s three
premiership victories of 2007, 2009 and 2011.
Known as a man of few words, in 'Hold the Line',
Scarlett gives us the inside run of what went into
making the Cats unbeatable, shares his views on
his teammates and coaches, and gives us the dirt
on the Geelong’s bitter rivalry with St Kilda Football
Club.
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Biog: Sport

9781742613055

There is no field of journalism more mythologised or
more derided than rock journalism – with good
reason, according to Andrew Mueller. And he'd
know. Starting out writing for the Sydney music
street press in his teens, by his early twenties,
Mueller was working for the legendary UK music
weekly 'Melody Maker', earning a living by listening
to records, going to gigs, hanging out in seedy pubs
and travelling the world with his favourite rock
groups. In barely two years, he went from a
childhood bedroom with a poster of Robert Smith to
The Cure's tour bus in the United States. Though it
didn't seem like it at the time, the years Mueller was
living the dream – the late-eighties to the midnineties – were actually the last hurrah for the music
scene as we knew it.

$34.99

The Mediterranean Diet is one of the most
respected and prescribed diets in the world. Its
positive health effects have been rigorously tested
for more than 60 years, and the results are
incontrovertible. The diet is as effective as drugs in
treating heart and diabetes, and can prevent both
conditions. It aids weight loss, promotes longevity
and slows the progress of Alzheimer's. Dr Catherine
Itsiopoulos has spent her working life researching
the diet. In her first book for a general audience, she
offers an accessible and scientifically proven
version of the diet specifically for Australians.

Macmillan Australia • P/B • Fitness & Diet

9781742610825

$34.99

Baby Love (6th Ed)
Barker, Robin

Chopper 1: From the Inside
Read, Mark

Australia's bestselling babycare book is loved by
thousands of new parents every year. With expert
advice for the first twelve months of every baby's life
and full of Robin Barker's wisdom and humour, this
classic guide has been fully revised, including new
material on car safety and updates on circumcision,
safe sleeping and controlled crying. With over
twenty-five years of hands-on experience with
mothers and babies, Robin Barker knows exactly
the kind of information parents are looking for. 'Baby
Love' is full of detailed material you won't find in any
other book, including:
• practical and informative advice on sleeping and
crying

Mark Brandon "Chopper" Read is the son of a strict
Seventh Day Adventist mother and a shell-shocked
soldier who slept with a loaded gun at his side. He
became a criminal legend who terrorised drug
dealers, pimps, thieves and armed robbers on the
streets and in jail - but boasts he never hurt an
innocent member of the public. This first volume of
Chopper's memoirs, written from inside jail, tells the
story of his early life of crime - from streetfighter to
standover man, gunman to long-term prisoner.
'Chopper: From the Inside' gives us a gripping
insight into Australia's underworld.

• clear and concise information about getting
breastfeeding right for you
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Advice On Parenting

9781742613307

$35.99

Under the Wire
Conroy, Paul

But tragedy struck before the pair could finish
documenting the slaughter. A rocket killed Colvin
and ripped a hole in Conroy's leg. As Syrian ground
forces closed in on his position, Conroy was forced
to make a terrifying last-ditch attempt to escape
from a regime that appeared determined to murder
him.

Quercus • TPB • True Stories Of Endurance, Survival

$29.99

Happiness Trap Pocketbook, The
Harris, Dr Russ and Aisbett, Bev
In his original bestselling self-help book, Dr Russ
Harris revealed how millions of people are
unwittingly caught in 'The Happiness Trap'. He then
provided an effective means to escape. Now, in
'The Happiness Trap Pocketbook', Russ has joined
forces with acclaimed self-help author and
illustrator, Bev Aisbett, to produce a highly
illustrated, simpler, shorter version of the book that
will not only resonate with readers of the original but
also find a new audience for Russ' empowering
message.

Exisle • P/B (B) • Popular Psychology

9781921966187

$19.99

Give Me Excess of It
Gill, Richard

$14.99

Underworld standover man and executioner Mark
Brandon "Chopper" Read was released from
Pentridge Prison in November, 1991, vowing never
to return. He became an instant celebrity when his
autobiography 'Chopper: From the Inside' hit the
bestseller lists (it also holds the record as
Australia's most shoplifted book). Six months later
he was back in jail writing his second volume of
memoirs. In this sequel, Chopper reveals his
struggle to cope with "civilian life", from the highs of
gambling thousands of dollars at a legal casino to
the lows of facing the rest of his life in prison.

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Biography: General

9781742613390

$14.99

Chopper 3: How to Shoot Friends and Influence People
Read, Mark
'How to Shoot Friends and Influence People', Mark
Brandon "Chopper" Read's third book, was written
behind bars as Chopper faced life in prison for a
shooting he claimed he didn't commit. For this book,
Chopper obtained confidential and extensive prison
files relating to him under the Freedom of
Information Act. These included psychological
assessments, plus prison classification and
discipline records. They provide a fascinating insight
into how this maverick criminal dealt with the prison
system over two decades. Includes the infamous
story of Tanya and Eddy, Chopper's coming-of-age
yarn from his 18th birthday, and what it's like to be
the most famous author in residence at Risdon
Prison.

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Biography: General

9781742613406

$14.99

Chopper 4: For the Term of His Unnatural Life
Read, Mark

Richard Gill is one of Australia's best-known - and
best-loved - musical figures. His career has taken
him from teaching music in Sydney's western
suburbs to Music Director of the Victorian Opera,
and along the way an involvement with almost every
major opera company and orchestra in Australia.
What truly distinguishes Richard is his passion for
spreading not just the joy of music, but its myriad
benefits. He is our greatest musical educator, and
his life's work - alongside his other roles - has been
advocating music in our education system, and
furthering the development of those who've gone on
to choose music as a vocation. This memoir traces
his life from school days to the highs (and lows) of
conducting and directing an opera company. It's
warm, funny, highly opinionated and always
sublimely full of the love of music.
Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Biography: General

9781742613642

9781742613383

Chopper 2: Hits & Memories
Read, Mark

Determined to cover the Syrian regime's brutal
crackdown on dissent and the devastating impact of
the war on Syria's civilians, veteran photographer
Paul Conroy and Marie Colvin, one of the foremost
war correspondents of her generation, decided to
smuggle themselves across enemy lines and into
the blood and terror of Homs.

9781782065265

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Biography: General

$24.99

The fourth volume of Mark "Chopper" Read's
memoirs were written behind bars, against the
wishes of the prison authorities and smuggled out in
the form of letters.
Including stories about drinking with Bob Hawke,
Chopper's reflections on the closing of the infamous
H-Division section of Pentridge Jail, his unique take
on race relations, sex and relationships, 'For the
Term of His Unnatural Life' gives more fascinating
insight into the life of one of Australia's most
notorious criminals.

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Biography: General

9781742613413

$14.99

36 Days*
Dolan, Hugh

Periodic Table, The
Parsons, Paul and Dixon, Gail

When Australian troops stormed Z Beach in the pre-dawn darkness of 25
April 1915, it was the culmination of one of the most complex and
daunting operations in the history of warfare – a seaborne assault on a
heavily fortified shore, defended by a well-prepared and forewarned
army. To add to the difficulty, the assault was planned and executed in
just thirty-six days.

Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Australian History

9781742613376

$19.99

It's All About Treo
Heyhoe, Dave
When Dave Heyhoe was sent to Afghanistan to help detect the Taliban’s
murderous roadside bombs, he knew he’d need a special dog by his side.
Luckily for him, his closest pal Treo, a staggeringly brave ball of energy
and mischief was with him every step of the way. The two friends had a
miraculous understanding that helped them save countless lives but, as
they embarked on a roller-coaster emotional ride, Dave realized he
needed Treo more than he could ever have imagined.
Quercus • P/B (B) • True War & Combat Stories

9781780873992

$19.99

Rip It Up
Wiseman, Richard
Most self-help books encourage you to think differently; to think yourself
thin, imagine a richer self or to visualize the perfect you. This is difficult,
time consuming and often doesn’t work. Drawing on a dazzling array of
scientific evidence, psychologist Richard Wiseman presents a radical
new insight that turns conventional self-help on its head: simple physical
actions represent the quickest, easiest and most powerful way to instantly
change how you think and feel.
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Popular Science

9781447236856

$19.99

Maggie: Her Fatal Legacy
Sergeant, John
'Maggie' is John Sergeant's mordant analysis of Margaret Thatcher's
career and, more importantly, the legacy she has left to the Conservative
party, which he would argue has been little short of disastrous. 'Maggie'
takes us from the glory days of three successive election victories to the
machinations that saw her departure from 10 Downing Street and to the
years since, during which she exerted a remarkable and sometimes
baleful influence on the party she once led.
Pan • P/B (B) • Biography: General

9780330411851

$22.99

Hungry Student Vegetarian Cookbook, The
Pike, Charlotte
Never mind essays and exams – one of the biggest challenges you’ll face
at university is fending for yourself in the kitchen, especially if you’re
vegetarian. This book will take you from freshers’ week to graduation, all
on a seriously tight budget. You’ll never have to resort to a can of baked
beans again! Whether you want a simple dinner, a quick lunch between
lectures, exam fuel or a slap-up meal to impress your housemates, these
easy-to-follow recipes are designed specially for students and include all
your favourites.
Quercus • P/B • General Cooking & Recipes

9781782060086

$19.99

Hungry Student Cookbook, The
Pike, Charlotte
Never mind essays and exams – one of the biggest challenges you’ll face
at university is fending for yourself in the kitchen. This book will take you
from freshers’ week to graduation, all on a seriously tight budget. You’ll
never have to resort to a can of baked beans again! Whether you want a
simple dinner, a quick lunch between lectures, exam fuel or a slap-up
meal to impress housemates, these easy-to-follow recipes are designed
specially for students and include all your favourites.
Quercus • P/B • General Cooking & Recipes

9781782060062

$19.99

Hungry Student, The: Easy Baking
Pike, Charlotte

As one of the most recognizable images in science, the periodic table is
ingrained in our culture.This book looks at the fascinating story and
surprising uses of each of the elements, whether solid, liquid or gas.
From the little-known uses of gold in medicine to the development of the
hydrogen bomb, each entry is accompanied by technical data presented
in easy-to-read headers, and a colour-coding system that helps the
reader to navigate through the different groups of elements.
Quercus • P/B • Science - General

9781780873275

$19.99

ain Control of Depression and Mental Illness (2nd ed
Palmer, Ivanka
'Gain Control of Depression and Mental Illness' provides a wide overview
of all aspects which are part of, and closely associated with, Mental
Illness (MI) and depression. It explores the medical components and
projection of MI, the ill person's struggles with their illness, and other
family member's experiences and struggles alike. These three aspects
are essential for families to be familiar with in order to understand the ill
person, cope better with MI and gain some control.
Brolga • P/B (B) • Public Health / Preventive Medicine

9781922175076

$24.99

Emotional First Aid
Winch, Guy
Most of us have no idea how to treat day-to-day emotional injuries such
as failure, rejection, and loss. But, as Guy Winch, points out, these kinds
of injuries often get worse when left untreated and can significantly
impact our quality of life. In this fascinating and highly practical book, Dr
Winch offers concrete, easy-to-use exercises backed up by hard cuttingedge science to aid in recovery. He uses relatable anecdotes about real
patients and often gives us a much needed dose of humour.
Exisle • P/B (B) • Popular Psychology

9781921966354

$24.99

Treating Arthritis
Davies, Julia
One in four of all GP consultations in the UK relates to a musculoskeletal
problem. This book is a thorough exploration of supplements that might
help, based on the clinical experience of the Margaret Hills Clinic for
arthritis. It explains why current conventional medical treatments so often
fail in the light of the underlying nutritional imbalances which may be
contributing factors to arthritis
development.
Exisle • TPB • Health & Personal Development

9781847091932

$16.99

Treating Arthritis the drug-free way
Hills, Margaret and Horner, Christine
The acid-free method of treating arthritis. The 'Treating Arthritis' books
draw on more than 25 years of experience at the renowned
Margaret Hills clinic, and have helped hundreds of thousands of people
with arthritis. The new edition of this book looks at research which
suggests that the Margaret Hills programme is effective in treating
arthritis, with some patients having impressive improvements after just a
few weeks. The link between exceptional stress and arthritis is also
explored.
Exisle • TPB • Health & Personal Development

9781847092373

$16.99

Hay Fever: How to beat it
Carson, Dr. Paul
The numbers of those with hay fever have risen by around 25% in recent
years. This dramatic rise is thought to be due to lifestyle factors and
environmental pollution, and is in line with the rising prevalence of
allergies in general. Hay fever is implicated in other conditions such as
asthma, sleep apnoea, and allergic irritability syndrome in children. This
book looks at remedies both orthodox and less orthodox.

Exisle • TPB • Health & Personal Development

9781847092830

$16.99

Coping With Liver Disease
Greener, Mark

Home baking is more popular than ever, and as long as you have an
oven, now even the most beginner student cook can wow new
housemates with delicious baked treats. 'The Hungry Student: Easy
Baking' will take you from freshers’ week to graduation, with
straightforward recipes designed specially for students: from cookies,
cupcakes, muffins and simple breads, to brownies, cakes, meringues,
cheesecakes and tarts – all made super-easy and achievable with stepby-step instructions and helpful hints.

Liver disease is the leading cause of death after heart, cancer, stroke and
respiratory disease, and kills more people than diabetes and road deaths
combined. But, there is hope. The liver is a uniquely regenerative organ,
and some European countries have dramatically cut liver disease in
recent years. This book looks at lifestyle factors and medical
interventions that can help.

Quercus • P/B • General Cooking & Recipes

Exisle • TPB • Self-Help / Practical Interests

9781782060109

$19.99

9781847092427

$16.99

Drunk Diet, The
Carl, Luc
'The Drunk Diet' is the beer-soaked tale of a long-haired, leather-clad
Rock ’N Roll party-maker who transformed a whiskey-and-5-A.M.cheeseburger lifestyle into a wildly successful weight-loss regime. Lüc
Carl fit the part as a bar manager in New York City's gritty Lower East
Side with his snakeskin spandex pants and hot rod. And life - until,
suddenly, it wasn't. Full of charismatic wit and raucous stories about his
life, 'The Drunk Diet' will inspire and challenge you to become fitter,
healthier, and happier.
Griffin • P/B (B) • Fitness & Diet

9781250021977

Every Night’s A Saturday Night finds Keys setting down the many tales of
an over-the-top rock ‘n’ roll life in his own inimitable voice. With a
foreword by Keith Richards and exclusive interviews with famous friends
and fellow travellers, like Joe Cocker and Jim Keltner, Every Night’s A
Saturday Night paints a unique picture of the coming-of-age of rock ‘n’ roll
itself while celebrating how Key’s raw talent and outsized personality
have elevated him from sideman to rock icon. *Available May 2013
Omnibus Press • H/B • Composers and Musicians

$19.99

Story of Christianity, The
Bentley Hart, David
Acclaimed theologian David Bentley Hart provides a sweeping and
informative portrait of a faith that has shaped the western world and
beyond. From the persecutions of the early church to the papal–imperial
conflicts of the Middle Ages, from the religious wars of 16th- and 17thcentury Europe to the challenges of science and secularism in the
modern era, and from the ancient Christian communities of Africa and
Asia to the ‘house churches’ of China, this book triumphantly captures the
complexity and diversity of Christian history.
Quercus • P/B (B) • Christianity

9781780877525

Every Night’s A Saturday Night
Keys, Bobby and Ditenhafer, Bill

9781780387055

$24.95

Cupid Stunts
Stafford, David and Caroline
This new biography, based on intricate documentary research as well as
interviews with colleagues, friends and enemies - including Alexei Sayle,
Barry Cryer, David Mallet and "Whispering" Bob Harris - not only gets
under the skin of the man, but also gives a taste of the times. It captures
the novelty and excitement of hearing all-pop radio for the first time, the
terror and bluster of the high-ups, the brilliant blossoming of gay culture
throughout the 70s and 80s, and the tragedy and vile hypocrisy that
surrounded the AIDS epidemic.
Omnibus Press • H/B • Biog: Arts & Entertainment

$19.99

9781780387086

$29.95

Meaning of Liff, The
Adams, Douglas and Lloyd, John

Procol Harum
Scott-Irvine, Henry

The world is littered with thousands of spare words which spend their
time doing nothing but loafing about on signposts pointing at places.
Douglas Adams and John Lloyd saw it as their job to get these words
down off the signposts and into the mouths of babes and sucklings and
so on, where they could start earning their keep in everyday conversation
and make a more positive contribution to society. 'The Meaning of Liff'
was the bestselling humour book that resulted.

Formed in the 1960s, ‘Prog Rock’ British group Procol Harum are best
known for their multi million selling single A Whiter Shade of Pale which
is the most played record by a British artist of the last 70 years. This book
tells the story of their formation in Essex in the 1960s, their split on their
tenth anniversary in 1977 and their reforming in 1991.

Boxtree • H/B • Humour

9780752227597

Omnibus Press • H/B • Composers and Musicians

$19.99

Steppin’ Razor: The Life of Peter Tosh
Masouri, John
The very first biography of Peter Tosh, rude boy, founder member of The
Wailers and a compelling recording artist in his own right. Tosh was an
abrasive man who would eventually fall victim to his own uncompromising
personality, ultra-radical politics and a fearsome 'gangsta' reputation.
One of reggae's most extraordinary stories, the life of Peter Tosh could
have only one end. He was murdered in a gunfight at his own home in
1987.
Omnibus Press • H/B • Music

9781847728364

9781780382333

$29.95

Beatles Phenomenon, The
The world's most celebrated band has been the subject of countless
books and articles over the years. But 'The Beatles Phenomenon' is a
unique new Beatles chronicle that brings their astonishing legend to vivid
life using sheet music, rare photographs and a detailed chronology of
their gigs, venues, public quotes and most memorable moments.
*Available immediately
Omnibus Press • P/B • Composers and Musicians

$49.95

Classic Rock Posters
Loren, Dennis and Evans, Mike
This book showcases well over 350 of the finest examples of rock poster
art from the last 60 years. From custom-designed posters for provincial
R&B and folk concerts in the late Fifties to the computer-generated
images of today. Arranged over seven chapters. Each chapter begins
with a concise overview of developments during the era.

9781780388045

$39.95

Marianne Faithfull
Hodkinson, Mark
Marianne Faithfull was the perfect icon of the Swinging Sixties; her life as
colourful as the decade itself. A quiet but beautiful convent girl, she
became internationally famous through her relationship with Mick Jagger
of The Rolling Stones. 'As Years Go By' is a richly detailed portrait of a
woman who has lived an incredible life, one that far transcends her best
known role as courtesan to the chief Rolling Stone.

*Available immediately
Omnibus Press • P/B • Art - Design

9781780384528

$39.95

Download!
Hardy, Phil
Download chronicles of the making of the new record industry, from the
boom years of the CD revolution of the late 1980s to the crisis of the
present day, with particular stress on the last decade.
* Available immediately

Omnibus Press • TPB • Music Recording / Reproduction

9781780386140

$24.95

Arctic Monkeys, The
Osbourne, Ben
Charting both the highs and the lows and including detailed new research
and original interviews, this follows the Arctic Monkeys’ meteoric rise from
awkward, hip-hop loving Sheffield schoolboys to record breaking
international chart toppers. Details how innovative fans used the internet
to propel the band to success and looks behind the scenes at how their
invisible management team silently steered the band to the top.

Omnibus Press • TPB • Composers and Musicians

9781780386690

$24.95

Omnibus Press • TPB • Composers and Musicians

9781780388373

$22.95

